Abstract
58
The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews major works about routing for 59 snow plowing and gritting. Section 3 describes the case study for this work and the methodology 60 used to tackle the problem. Section 4 presents and discusses the tests performed, and concluding 61 remarks are provided in Section 5. local search algorithm, which they subsequently tested using theoretical instances.
84
Synchronized arc routing is introduced in Salazar-Aguilar et al. (2012) . This situation occurs 85 when a multi-lane road must be plowed by several vehicles side by side in one passage. The authors 86 devise a metaheuristic to solve the problem. It is applied to theoretical benchmark instances and 87 to a real case study in the city of Dieppe, New Brunswick. to determine how many vehicles should be used to perform the plowing operation. They also 91 measure the impact of the depot location on the travel distances and travel times of the vehicles.
92
Another case study was performed on three cities in the province of Québec (Quirion-Blais et D r a f t number of depots can be halved without increasing the number of vehicles and while respecting the 101 constraints.
vehicle capacity and the workload balance among vehicles. In an attempt to measure the quality 104 of their cluster, they also use a heuristic to build the salting routes.
105
A dynamic version of the problem is studied by Handa et al. (2005) and Handa et al. (2007) .
106
They adjust route planning using a genetic algorithm based on updated information obtained from at the same time in the city of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. In their work, the vehicles need to service 129 the complete network while minimizing the makespan. They consider a mixed multigraph since 130 some streets can be serviced in only one passage in either directions and they take into account 131 the following constraints: heterogeneous capacity, limited fuel and salt capacity and several depots.
132
They model the problem with a Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) and a Constraint Programming
133
(CP) models and they propose a constructive heuristic to solve the problem. 
Case Study and Methodology

135
In this section, we describe the case study and the solution methodology we use to tackle the 136 problem. 
Case study
138
The case study for this article is from a small city in Northern Québec, Canada. It should be noted that it is not required to end the previous step before starting a new one.
162
For example, the graders can still be plowing the commercial streets while the other vehicles start 163 plowing residential streets. However, all the higher priority classes must be completed before the 164 lower ones. Therefore if all residential streets are cleaned before the commercial streets then the 165 ending time of the residential streets is extended until all the commercial streets are cleaned. Since 166 D r a f t some streets are only plowed by vehicles in the second, third or fourth step, they still need to be 167 gritted by another vehicle. Thus, in a fifth step the tandem axle trucks are required to grit the 168 streets not plowed by them previously.
169
Another operational constraint that should be considered is that heavy vehicles cannot be op-170 erated as easily as cars. Therefore U-turns can be dangerous and should be avoided. For most 171 intersections, the danger is so high that U-turns are prohibited; nevertheless, they are mandatory 172 on dead-end streets. In between, some U-turns are allowed if they can save a lot of time.
173
Another consideration that should be taken into account during plowing is that snow is being 
Solution methodology 180
To address these constraints, we opted for a solution based on the Adaptive Large Neighborhood 181 Search (ALNS) metaheuristic. This algorithm is divided into two steps. Initially, a solution, which 182 consists of a set of routes, one for each vehicle, is built using a simple construction heuristic. Then, 
198
The ALNS used for this work is adapted from the one devised for the snowplow routing problem Figure 3 . The new methodology is described as follows:
203
Step 1: The algorithm is used to develop spreaders routes for the commercial streets. We con- Since this step can be taken independently from the rest of the methodology, it is not 208 considered in the rest of this article.
209
Step 2: The algorithm is used to develop snowplow routes problem for the commercial streets.
210
Step 3: The third step of improvement builds the plow routes to plow the residential streets. The 211 ending time from the previous step is also used in order to balance the total length of each 212 D r a f t route.
213
Step 4: The fourth step of improvement is similar to the third step except that we are improving 214 the plowing routes for the rural streets.
215
Step 5: Before starting the fifth improvement phase, the data for the spreading step for the 216 residential and rural streets have to be updated. Indeed, all the streets serviced by the 217 tandem axle trucks in the third and fourth steps can be removed since these trucks can 218 perform both spreading and plowing at the same time. Then the improvement step can be 219 performed using the ending time from the previous step to balance the workload among 220 the trucks.
221
Step 6: Before starting this improvement step, all the routes from the other steps, except the • The objective function to be improved is the following: spreading, after which the spreading distances are used.
241
• The turn penalties depend on the angle between the arc entering and the one leaving as shown 242 in Table 3 .
243
• A street/vehicle compatibility constraint is enforced.
244
• In all cases, the weight M deadhead is set equal to 1. This part of the objective function is used 245 to help the metaheuristic to find improvements.
246
• The weights affecting the ending time in the objective function are modified by trial and error
247
following the value of the ending time. The goal is to keep the values of each part of the 248 objective function, or each priority, in the same order of value unless otherwise specified.
249
• The seeds for which the clusters are built in the initial solution are located by an expert based 250 on vehicle type and number.
251
• We did not consider any capacity. 
Experiment and Results
255
The algorithm was used first with the fleet of vehicles in current use for the case study. 
268
[ streets into three parts is less evident and the time reduction is much less significant.
282
On the other hand, graphs (f) in Figure 6 show that the ending time of the c-class seems to be The results also tend to show that there is one front-end loader in excess when looking at the of the fleet would still be able to service all the streets in a reasonable time.
293
Part (d) of Figure 6 can also be used to determine which type of vehicle should be chosen in case 294 the authorities want to expand the fleet. In this case, one should choose between a tandem axle 295 truck, which decreases the ending for the ru-streets and the spreading phase, or a grader, which can 296 D r a f t reduce the ending time for the c-streets as well. Adding one front-end loader would only reduce the 297 ending time of the ru-class while that of the spreading phase stays about the same.
298
Conclusion
299
In this article, we have introduced a new problem: dual demand routing. The main difficulty in this 300 problem lies not only in that several routes must be developed within a large-scale network, but 301 also that some vehicles can perform only one operation while others can perform both at the same 302 time. We have developed an ALNS framework that can effectively find a solution to the problem.
303
It takes into account: turn restrictions, network hierarchy and street/vehicle compatibility, and D r a f t 
